Bill Clinton visit delayed until 1:30 p.m. today
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It’s an upside down world

Presidential candidate delays
visit, will speak at SJSU today
BY MARIA C. ROSE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Democratic presidential candidate Bill
Clinton’s campus visit has been tentatively
rescheduled for 1:30 p.m. at Tower Lawn.
Specific details as to why Governor Clinton’s visit was rescheduled from 10:30 a.m.
to a later time were not available.
"He definitely wants to come to San
Jose’ said Jim Wall, campaign director for
the United Democratic Campaign.
In his last northern California public
appearance, Clinton’s speech will center
around the future of education, said Erin

Callahan, press secretary for the Clinton
campaign in northern California.
A Berkeley high school student who
helped establish "Kids for Clinton," will be
one of the introductory speakers.
"He represents education," said Steve
Preminger, Santa Clara County Democratic
Party Chair, "and is a good counter point to
Bush,who daimed to be the education president but failed miserably"
Party organizers hope Clinton’s visit to
San Jose will help other Democrats, like
U.S. Senate candidates Barbara Boxer and
Dianne Feinstein with their campaigns.

UPD tightens campus security
to prepare for Clinton’s visit
BY MARIA C. ROSE
Spartan Dai4 Stall Writer

MARCIO

Freshman pre-med student Mark Buider found a
way to start off the weekend in a fun way by prac-
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ticing diving Friday afternoon at the Aquatic Center. The Center is open to all SJSU students.

Sigma Kappa delays opening at SJSU due to budget crunch
BY KERRY PETERS
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Fraternities and sororities have been
an active part of SJSU since 1947. But
with the recent state budget crisis, this
campus tradition may be seeing some
tough times ahead.
The effects of the budgetary crisis
became noticeable this week when
Sigma Kappa National Sorority
announced its decision to postpone
beginning a chapter at SJSU this fall as

it had originally planned.
Sigma Kappa was invited to begin a
chapter at SJSU last spring by SJSU’s
Panhellenic Council, the governing
body of SJSU’s national sororities,
which would have brought the sorority
total to seven. The sorority had originally planned to begin membership
recruitment yesterday, but after a careful evaluation of campus enrollment
and budgetary concerns, it decided to
wait until conditions improved.

According to Alpha Omicron Pi’s
rush chairman, Kiva Qualls, Sigma
Kappa’s decision may not be all that
bad.
"It was a gracious move for Sigma
Kappa not to come on campus this
year because no sorority is at house
total right now:’ said Qualls. "It will
help everybody because we can keep
rushing girls. Had Sigma Kappa come
See SIGMA KAPPA, Page 8

Extra security steps are being taken for
Democratic Presidential candidate Bill
Clinton’s visit to SJSU this afternoon.
The Secret Service and San Jose Police
are working in conjunction with the University Police Department to provide added
security needed for Clinton’s final public
northern Californian appearance, according to UPD It. Bruce Lowe.
No buildings will be closed to the public,
Lowe said. But a few doorways will be
blocked temporarily for Clinton’s entrance
and exit. "There will be momentary inconveniences," Lowe said.
A crowd estimate of 5,000 to 6,000 is
expected. The program is open to the public.
"All students will have access to buildings:’ said I.owe.
Clinton will speak on a platform in front
of Tower flail.
The south quad of Tower lawn will be
roped off. Barricades will be set up along
the west side of Tower lawn from Wahlquist

Central to the Science Building. The public
will not be allowed in this area.
Parking will not be allowed along 4th
Street, with limited parking allowed on San
Carlos Street.
The area between Tower Hall and Dwight
Bentel Hall has been set aside for protesters.
Lowe said. "Violent protests are not expected, but we are prepared for them:’ Lowe
said. Demonstrators are expected.
San lose Police will patrol the perimeter
of the campus while UPD patrols the campus itself. All UPD officers and cadets will
be on duty, Lowe said.
A group of Secret Service agents arrived
in advance to prepare for Clinton’s visit,
according to Jim Wall, campaign director
for the United Democratic Campaign.
"He is only 50 days away from being
president:’ said Wall.
The agents are responsible for Clinton’s
safety.
"We don’t expect any problems:’ said
Wall. "But at the same time the Secret Service will be on alert regardless of the situation:’

And this is what it was like to be on ’The Brady Bunch’
BY KARA GARCIA
Spartan Daily Stan Writer

SAN FRANCISCOAlmost
two decades have passed since
Greg, Marcia, Peter, Jan, Bobby
and Cindy were a Friday-night at-eight fixture in American
homes.
Today there are 116 original
"Brady Bunch" episodes running
in syndication, a Brady Bunch
stage play currently in Los Angeles, "Brady Bunch" Trivia played
by high-schoolers who weren’t
born when the original shows
aired and plans for a "Brady
Bunch" feature film.
That was why more than 120
people paid as much as $29 to listen to Barry Williams, who
played eldest son Greg Brady,
speak Thursday night at the Holiday Inn Union Square.
Bradymania.
Williams was there to speak
about his New York Times best
seller, "Growing Up Brady/I Was
A Teenage Greg:’

The book gives a synopsis of
each episode, telling what it was
really like to be a Brady for six
seasons. It also offers flubs to
watch for in reruns and how
Williams began his acting career
(he lived on the same block as
actor Peter Graves, best remembered for his role on Mission
Impossible).
The book discusses interBrady dating between Williams
and Maureen McCormick, who
played sibling Marcia, and her
first kiss during the "Hawaii
Bound" episode. Williams also
went on a date with Florence
Henderson, Greg’s on -screen
mom Carol Brady.
Williams, 37, is now older
than then-father Mike Brady, the
character played by Robert Reed
on the series.
The inspiration for "Growing
Up Brady/I was a Teenage Greg:’
came to him after a reunion
show with the other Bradys.
Thousands of fans showed up for

the outdoor taping and stayed in
spite of a rainstorm.
He said it was then when he
realized that Brady’s popularity
was unwaning. He also wanted to
write a book about child actors.
"Growing Up Brady/I Was a
Teenage Greg:’ whose alternate
subtitle was "For Whom the Bellbottoms Toll:’ is in its 14th printing.
Williams said he expected to
find an audience for the book but
didn’t expect it to become a best
seller.
The audience for his first
"seminar" was an even number
of men and women between 30
those who
and 40 years old
watched "The Brady Bunch"
when it originally aired, although
there were quite a few members
of the 20 -something set also in
attendance.
Asked why the audience
decided to attend, one woman
SARA MURPHY SPARTAN DAILY

See BRADY, Page 6

Barry Williams (Greg Brady of "The Brady Bunch") signs autographs for fans after a seminar
at the Holiday Inn Union Square on Thursday night. Williams has written a tell all book.
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In the eye ofthe
bu et storm
Interim President] Handel Evans talks about SJSU’s
struggles to weather the state’s presentfiscal troubles
)i, you see anything positive
. nappening
,
i hat is
on campus
i
ight
now?
Q.,I

now let us look at all those three.
There’s no money in the state because
revenues are down. The revenues are
down because of the recession in the private industries so there is no money in
private industries. Guess what? The third
leg of the stool the students so that’s
why your fees went up.
Now, if we maintain that triangle
those three legs to the stool, we only havc
a set amount of money. There’s not
enough for us to educate all the students
who want to come here who should
under the Master Plan which says that
roughly one-third of the high school class
is eligible to come to the CSU. What we
don’t say is the second part of the sentence, which you must understand, is that
only 30 percent of the students are high
school graduates. The other 70 percent
come from community colleges.

me give you something
ALet
positive about the budget. It
could have been a lot worse. I
think that we really prevailed
in kceping the cuts at a reasonable level.
This summer I was testifying in front
of the Joint Budget Conference Committee on the 25 percent cut, and we came
out with 8 (percent).
So front the point of view of torture,
the torture was not as extreme as it could
have been.
What’s good on campus is that we’re
still educating approximately 30,000 students. They’re not getting as many classes
as they would like. They’re going to be
here longer, but nevertheless, we’re still
holding it at around 30,000. The bad
if something has to go in
thing is that in accommodating those QSo
. the mission statement what
30,000, we had to turn a thousand away.
will it be?
So our enrollment is a reflection of two
things: it’s a reflection of a lack of classes
and (dour ability to give the students on
Well, I think it will have to be
e access
this campus the classes to get you out of
because well, lets
here, so we can take more students.
talk about quality.
So it’s not that San Jose State can’t get
students, quite the reverse. It could take a
The easiest thing in the world would be
lot more, its that we can’t accommodate for the university to say let us take every
them.
one who wants to come in. Instead of
So we have to make a decision on this having 30 students in your writing class,
campus the decision was shall we take how about 90? how about 120? What
more students with fewer classes or shall would that do to the quality of your eduwe take fewer students with more classes.
cation? I would be meeting my goals, we
would be meeting them if we had every
Is the mission statement of student that could apply coming here. But
CSU system going to what would we do?
change, I believe the three
The best thing to do is to go out and
Qmethe
aspects of that were access, buy a printing press and as people apply
,io.ilit and cost.
give them a diploma and say, "If you don’t
really want to come to school, you don’t
The mission statement of the have to you’ve already got your diploor of higher education ma. Why don’t you come to school now
and learn something." Now that’s a very
right now, is based upon the
Master Plan for Higher Edu- dangerous thing, because , in many ways,
. at ion which covers the three points that that’s what happened in K through 12
you mentioned. To change that, that’s a education, and suddenly the cost per stupublic policy thing that will have to be dent started to go down.
The same thing can happen here in
done lw the legislature. But let’s address
this institution. Then in about six or
the three issues that you bring up.
Let’s talk about financing. There are seven years’ time we start producing jourthree ways in which money comes into nalists who can’t write, we start produc
the higher education establishment: state ing engineers who can’t build things, and
revenues, with some federal revenues, but suddenly the economy of this valley goes
essentially state revenues. Private indus- to hell in a handbasket.
try, private resources and student fees
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of the instructors who
were reinstated were apparQiMany
ently unprepared and so
their classes suffered. In reinstating theses classes, do you think we’ve
compromised the quality?
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What happens in the next six
months to one year with
regard to fee increases?

This is riot my first year in the CSU, and
we all know how things work and I think
that’s been very helpful.

can the community
QWhat
:
dstou?dents,
the faculty, staff
fee
increase,
as
far
as
AYour
I’m concerned, is over for
this year, and, according to
I don’t think we’ve comprothe budget, is in place for
What they can do is to tell
mised quality. We may have
A
three years at which time it will be redisthe story of what it’s like.
compromised quality in the
Besides telling your mother
very short term, meaning cussed in the legislature. Will the fees go
and dad that you can’t get 15
two or three weeks, but not in the long up next year? I don’t know. I’ll tell you
what the problem is that we’re all facing units and therefore they’re going to have
term.
nothing has happened in this budget to pay for an extra year in college, tell
These people are not new teachers; this
your aunt. Have people realize that what’s
is not the first time they’ve taught in our of a structural nature.
What it has done is said, "Let’s cut happening here is not going to affect
classrooms. In fact, most of them have
been teaching here for a long time, six everything in order to balance the bud- them immediately unless they have chilyears or more. They were brought back get:’ It hasn’t increased revenues. So if you dren coming to college. But, it will affect
don’t increase revenues, what’s going to the future of the state of California.
because they were laid off.
Two things are happening: we can’t
It’s not as though we walked down happen next year? The recession is not yet
Market Sreet and picked up people off over or at least it won’t go away fast take as many students as want to come
the street and said, "Do you want to teach enough for it to have a major effect on the here and many of our students are leaving
the state. The question is how many will
English Lit?" These were experienced economy in California.
The question is next year, how many come back.
teachers. So were they prepared? Maybe
students want to come to CSU? RememWe’re talking about the future of the
not, but on the other hand they are now.
I think what we have done is added 250 ber the thousand we turned away? state of California, and 1 think that everysections and resolved a lot of problems. They’re still there and now we’re going to one should take a very, very strong interNow the fact that somebody was showing have a high school graduating class and est in who gets elected in November. And
a movie in the first two classes isn’t good, we’re going to have a junior college trans- the question to ask people who are runbut we would assume that a) the mqvies fer graduating class so that’s a whole ning for office is "Do you believe in highwere worth seeing, or b) they have rele- bunch more. So all you’re doing is build- er education, and, if you do, what can you
vance to the program, or c) they are now ing up a big dam of students. When they do for it and how?"
start to look at the budget, if the resources
at an end.
from the state aren’t high enough to cover
is your official position
And what about the decision the expectations of the budget, we’re QeWhat
about San Carlos Street?
going to be right back where we are now.
it was based on a 6.5 percent cut ...
Remember my three legs of the stool
example taxes, fees, private industries.
My official position is close it.
Now you tell me whether the governor is
No, it wasn’t Well it was and going to raise taxes.
it wasn’t. What we said was
nobody knows going into the
this mean we’ll be closany departments on
beginning of the fall semester QweDoes
ing off admissions completecampus going to be cut?
QueAre
what the cut’s going to be. The legislature
ly?
was saying 6.5, we were gambling on 8
(percent).
No, I don’t think so. Certain We have done all our planning on 8
No, I don’t think we’ll close
ly not this year. We will probpercent. The final number was 8.8 perdown admissions. What I
ably have some adjustments
cent, but remember the final number was
think we’ll be looking at is
in January.
after you all came back. So what we starthow many people we admit.
ed to look at was, well, let’s assume it’s 8
is financial aid being
(percent). In a worst case scenario, what
would we admit?
affected?
QeHow
would that mean? It would mean we
QueWho
would have to tinker around with the
spring semester, but at least we would
have 250 extra sections to bring in.
It’s being spread out more.
,Now, in addition to that 8.8 cut, the AWell, there are certain levels
I , m fairly
confident that in
student fee went in so now it’s compensatof students that we have to
some way or another almost
ing against that allocation in the spring.
admit. It’s in the education
every student can get some
Yes, it was fast. Yes, it was a quick decicode. There is a very definite form of financial aid.
sion. But what it really has finished up hierarchy beginning with junior college
doing is applying a lot of your fee increas- transfer students. Then it goes on down,
are we doing as far as
es to put extra sections on line.
so that’s the way we would do it. The QiHow
quality is concerned?
question is not getting the top folks. It’s
We’ve heard Oct. 3 is the last where you draw the line.
day for early retirement
Q under the Golden HandI think we are maintaining
shake plan. Is that going to Q.? Where will the line he dr,m,.,
quality. We will continue to
A
,
,
have an effect on classes?
i ,o you know?
do that as long as we can.
But if things keep going, the
don’t think it’s going to have
quality will suffer. Quality is whether the
AIan effect on classes. Early
library is open, whether you get books,
retirement is not new
because we don’t know whether you enjoy coming here, whether
ANo,
people have been talking
. how much money will be in the classrooms are clean.
about it all year. Those people who are
the budget in order to
retiring in classes not directly related to
accommodate and educate
Do you have any thoughts
graduation will probably be going ahead them.
about how we can deal with
of time. Those who retire on Oct. 3, but
all these problems?
fall into the category of the exception, will
presidential search has
probably stay.
been postponed for one year.
QeThe
How do you feel about stayStudents who are in this
Is there a policy?
ing on?
institution and are carrying
the loads are incredibly forQ
tunate. My advice is don’t
AWell, I’m here, and it seems
to be working. And, one of waste the time.
the things I think we have to
be aware of is that it costs a
do you see our uniAThere is a clause in the Golden Handshake rule that if the lot to do a search, but it also means asking QWhere
versity going?
class is necessary for gradua- people to come here from outside the
tion or is a major class state of California into an environment
towards the degree, then the person can that at best is uneasy and also incredibly
retire and stay on. And what happens is expensive. So the question is what sort of
I’m very optimistic about it
they drop down in their salary scale pool would you get?
actually. We’re going through
A
because they are receiving a pension and
I think the year has been helped by the
a period of major financial
can teach through the end of the semes- fact that we all know each other and we’ve
entrenchment in the state
ter.
all had experience together.
and we, as the child of the state, are going
to feel the pain, but it won’t last.
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

Today

Wednesday 16

AIESEC: General meeting, 5:30 to
6:30 p.m., BC 208, call 363-9843.
BAPTIST
STUDENT
MINISTRIES (BSM): Lifestyle meeting,
noon to 1:00 p.m., SU Pacheco
Room, call 723-0500.
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: Interview Preparation for Educators, 1:30 p.m.,SU
Umunhum Room; Your Aviation
Arena - Trends in the Industry,
4:30 p.m., SU Umunhum Room; OnCampus Interview Preparation, 2:30
p.m., call 924-6033.
CHEMISTRY
DEPARTMENT
SEMINARS: Inherent Properties of
Gas Phase Biomolecules, 4:30 to
5:30 p.m., Duncan Hall 250, call 9242525.
MARKETING CLUB: First meeting, 3:30 p.m., SU Almaden Room,
call 243-3497.
MEChA: General meeting, 5 - 6
p.m., Chicano Resource Center, call
294 9042.
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Organizational meeting, 11:45 a.m., Dwight
Bentel Hall 213, call 924-3246.
NUTRITION & FOOD SCIENCE
CLUB: First meeting, noon to 1:30
p.m., Central Classroom Building
115, call 227-9098.
RE-ENTRY SERVICES: Drop -in
Support 1 to 4 p.m. Administration
Building 223, call 924-5939.
SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY: Ice
Cream Social, 7 p.m., Sigma Chi, call
749-0201.
STUDENT
CALIFORNIA
TEACHER’S
ASSOCIATION:
Open meeting, noon to 1 p.m.,
Sweeney Hall 331, call 745-7935.

FOR
FAMILY
&
AL-NON
FRIENDS OF ALCOHOLICS:
Weekly meeting, noon -12:50 p.m.,
Administration 269, call (510) 4832084
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATED
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE:
Homecoming 1992 Informational
meeting, noon, A.S. Office 3rd floor,
call 924-6243.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD: Overwhelming
Colorfast Concert noon, SU Ampitheatre, call 924-6227.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD: Wednesday Nile
Cinema "American Me," 6 & 9 p m.,
SU Ballroom, call 924-6261.
DEPARTMENT:
AVIATION
Annual informational meeting, 7
p.m. Aviation Building, call 9246580.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Advanced Interviewing,
5:15 p.m., SU Almaden Room;
Careers in Aerospace Engineering,
4 p.m., Engineering 189; Co-op Orientation, 12:30 p.m. SU Almaden
Room; Researching Your Career in
the Biological Sciences, 1:30 p.m.,
Duncan Hall 346, call 924-6033.
FANTASY/ STATEGY CLUB:
David Young, Star Wars, 6 p.m., SU
Pacheco Room, call 924-7097.
ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: New
9
p.m.,
welcome,
members
Eastridge Ice Arena, call 924-8638.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown
Bag Lunch, noon -1:30 p.m., SU
Guadelupe Room, call 924-5930.
SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY: Pizza
Feast, 7 p.m., Sigma Chi, call 7490201.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE:
Quit Smoking Class, noon to 1 p.m.,
Health Building 208, call 924-6119.

SIGMA OMICRON PI: Rush Party
Info -Night 8 p.m., SU Guadalupe
Room, call 924-8375.

STUDENT SOCIETY FOR TECHCOMMUNICATION
NICAL
(SSTC): lechnical Writing: More
Than Just Software Manuals, 7
p.m.,SU Almaden Room, call 2631379.

SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Team
meeting, 9 p.m., SU Almaden
Room, call 924-8383.

TAU DELTA PHI: Informational
meeting, 6 p.m., SU Loma Prieta
Room, call 578-4413.

SJSU WING CHUN ASSOCIATION: weekly meeting, 7 - 9 p.m.,
Women’s gym patio area, call 2498573.

SJSU GREENS: Reorganizational
meeting, 5:30 - 6 p.m., SU Montalvo
Room, call 293-9561.

Mt Clinton, may I have this dance?
Mid ught and here urgo
Gmb your running mate and do-si-do

side.
So let’s stop the political
dance.
You know how tired the
eee-hah, Mr Clinton.
country is of the Reagan
You’re all right.Thanks
Sleepwalk, the George Bush
for coming to our
campus, today. It means a Read-My-Tap-Shoes -Side-Step,
or Dan Quayle’s all-time favorite
lot to us, whether we’re gonna
- do-the-Family-Value-till -youvote for you or not.
don’t-know-what-it-means -Trot.
Even our own governor will
Look out for that big dip.
only chat with us through the
All these fancy steppers, even
postal service.
So we’re just tickled that you’re you, Mr. Clinton, have followed
too many cardboard footprints
really here. That’s as cool as a
over the years.
penguin’s tummy on an iceburg.
Maybe you should try some
Of course I realize you’re just
more steps from that heavyhere to get votes.
footed -hoofer Ross Perot. He had
That’s fine. That’s your job
some ideas - some bad, some
right now - doing the political
good.
promenade.
But in this dance, technique is
You’ll make a darn pretty
everything. Perot was fresh and
education speech with graceful
awkward. That’s what I liked
words and dreamy phrases.
about him - he had two left feet
As far as it goes for me, I’m
on the political dance floor.
already voting for you. Well, not
"Gale "You people!’ He was like
so much for you, really, but for
Homer Simpson doing Swan
the fact that you’re not George
Lake.
Bush.
It was clumsy. It was offensive.
So, for me, it doesn’t really
It was real. He really talked that
matter what you say. As long as
way and it was so much better to
Perot doesn’t glide back into the
race, I’m sure-footed and on your see someone getting their feet
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BERKELEY, (AP) - A massive
police presence in historically
lenient Berkeley returned order to a
commercial strip following a weekend of teenage rampages, authorities said.
More than 40 police officers
patrolled the Telegraph Avenue
area and parts of the street was
dosed to motor vehides Friday and
Saturday night, a week after rioting
youth damaged 19 buildings and
injured four people.
"We’re an idealistic generous
community, but our tolerance
stops when hurting people begins,"

Mayor Loni Hancock said.
Police registered only one violent incident this weekend. Seven
Oakland youths were arrested Friday on suspicion of assaulting a
store owner. The crackdown greatly reduced the crowds of young
people who normally hang around
the strip on weekend nights.
City officials blame the recent
violence on teenagers looking for
action who come into Berkeley
from out of town.
Telegraph Avenue was the site of
rowdy but generally peaceful political protests during the 1960s and
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from the a outside the store,
where it had been displayed four
years.
"Everybody misses that stuffed
toy because it’s sort of become a
landmark down here Mrs.
Miner said Monday. "Little kids
come by every day just to see her.
sometimes sliding their (sticky)
lollipops over the toy!’
Mrs. Miner said the gorilla was
worth $500 new.
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Thief makes away with sticky stuffed Gorilla
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KSJS 90.7 FM will
broadcast the
Clintonspeech
live at
about 1:25 p.m.

FREE Seminars on RESUME
WRITING, INTERVIEWING
SKILLS and how to determine
if SALES is the career for you.

Tuesday

Bring your resume to JobsAmerica and get your career off
to a great start! For updated
details see our ad in the Classified Section of the September
22nd San Jose Mercury News.

to 2pm and 4pm to Ipm

JobsAmerica will have over 40
solid companies, many offering
ENTRY LEVEUIRAINEE
career opportunities in SALES
and MANAGEMENT.

Temporary positions in a
variety ofareas too.

For more information call
JohsAmerica at 40W437-1776.
11104kill

JobsAmerica
JoOsAmonca us not an employment agency Ail
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"I would like to open an interest earning account!"
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Angela Hill is a Daily staff columnist.
Her column appears Tuesdays.

If you’ve recently graduated, or
will be soon, the reality is that
you will need real work experience to shut your career.

I 351) North 1.irst Street, San Jose
.I1

and ponder its meaning, you’ll
see why it’s so important.
Look what happens without it.
We’ve had too many riots, too
many national Security
Declarations, too many arms
deals.
This is the age of getting back
to the simple, honest things just like the cereal commercials
say. So, you may have this dance,
Mr.Clinton.
Only if you promise to step on
my toes.

JobsAmerica
Career Fair

LeBaron Hotel
51111 1 r111

The World On My
Shoulder Pads

Get Your Start at the

SEPTEMBER 22nd

11%%

Angela Hill

(-H)S) 996-0317

II..

924 3282
924 3270
9240- 3277

Roballoo

1970s. But the latest generation to
take to the city’s streets appear
more motivated by boredom than
politics, officials say.
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OCEAN SPRINGS, Miss. (AP)
- What do you do with a slightly
sunburned, sticky, full-sized
gorilla?
A thief Friday swiped the 5foot stuffed animal at a toy store
owned by MaryAlice Miner and
her husband, John.
The toy was supposed to represent KoKo, the famous sign-language gorilla at the University of
California, Berkley. It was stolen

tangled up like that than the
typical polished performance
from professional politicians
whose acts are already
choreographed by their speech
writers.
You’re guilty of this, Mr.
Clinton, and I’m sure you know
it.
I know Homer Simpson, Mr.
Clinton, and you’re no Homer
Simpson.
Sometimes you almost break
through to reality. Keep up the
stuff with town hall meetings like
the one at Tandem and even the
interviews on MTV.
I like many of the things you
have to say. I don’t know if you
can do them. But I hope they
wok out.
But, once again - you know
repetition is the key to muscular
memory - get real. It’s almost so
simple it seems redundant to
mention. But I’ve never been one
to stop at redundancy. This is it.
To get to the people, you have
to communicate.
That’s the word for the 90s.
It may get overused, but if you
take a step back now and then

Police crack down on teenage rampages in Berkeley

SpartaGuide is available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations for free. Deadline is5p.m.,two days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan Daily,1)1311
209. Limited space may force reducing the number if entries
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San Jose

A new NFL season brings
a host of new surprises
weeks into the
Two
NFL season and look
what’s taking place.

Bengals out of the gate at 2-0.
It’s time for the Raiders to
insert Todd Marinovich as the
team’s starting quarterback. lay
Schroeder had a spectacular day
on Sunday, yet the Raiders still
came up short. That should tell
you something.
The "Fridge" is back.
Detroit’s Barry Sanders
26 carries for 66 yards-against
the Vikings on Sunday. He’s
human after all.

SI lartipa Bay is 2-0 after two
home games, but look for them
to sink back into the "Bay" of old
this weekend against the Vikings.
The other "Bay:’ the
Packers, are 0-2 and no magic is
in sight, at least this season.
Like father, like son, 32 year-old David Shula has the

Don McGee
Speaking of Detroit, hope
you didn’t miss Mel Gray’s
electrifying 58-yard punt return.
Gray glided to the end zone in
smooth fashion.
Deion Sanders is back with
the Falcons in a big way
after a 99-yard kickoff return.
The Giants are 0-2 and this
past weekend’s 34-28 loss to the

1.

Cowboys hurt. Behind 34-0 the
Giants made a gallant comeback
bid, however, the loss may hurt
the ballclub more than it will
help. So close.., but still
"crushed."
On Sunday, Chuck Knox’s
Rams snapped a 11 -game losing
streak that dated back to
October 20 of last year.
IN You "gotta" love Patriots
coach Dick MacPherson’s
enthusiasm.
Most underrated receiver in
the NFL? The 49ers’ John Taylor.
How about the Bills and
49ers offensive show Sunday. The
two teams combined for 1086
yards of total offense. The Bills
won 34-31.

and Pittsburgh.
New Mexico State is 2 -0which equals the Aggies victory
total of year ago. Watch out
Spartans.
Hats off to Julio Ceasar
Chavez, who "whipped" the
"macho" out of Hector Camacho.
II Jim Abbott is 7-13 but
possesses 2.71 ERA. It just tells
you a little bit about the Angels
offense.
II While Minnesota is a Big
10 doormat, the Spartans 39-30
victory is a step in the right
direction.
II And finally that brings us
to San Diego State running back
Marshall Faulk... please, just give
the man his Heisman Trophy.

Barry Foster of the Steelers
officially closed the Franco
Harris era with his 190-yard
rushing performance Sunday
against the Jets. And it’s about
time.
III And for the Steelers
benching Bubby Brister may
prove to be the best move the
team has made in years.
Quick picks...
AFC West-Denver
AFC East-Buffalo
AFC Central-Houston
NFC West-San Francisco
NFC Central-Chicago
NFC East-Philadelphia
Teams on the move...
Atlanta, New Orleans,
Minnesota, Kansas City, Miami,

I
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Soccer team beats Notre Dame
spiutan Daily Stall Report

The Spartan soccer team remains undefeated after beating Notre Dame of Belmont, 2-0,
Friday night.
The win improved SJSU to 2-0-1.
The first goal was scored by junior forward
Anthony Hare off an assist from freshman
Daniel Ortega.
With 16 minutes left in the first half, Hare
put the ball past Notre Dame’s goal keeper
John Bishop to give the Spartans an early, 1-0
lead.
There were many missed opportunities for
goals in the first half, but the Spartans

Women’s volleyball team takes 4th in UCSB tourney

remained strong on the attack in the second
half.
Thirty-three minutes into the second half,
sophomore Tom Bendinoni scored off an assist
from Junior Jeff Mulvihill, Jr.
An attempt at a shot on goal by freshman
Joel McKay in the last four minutes came close
to making the score 3-0, but Notre Dame’s
goalkeeper made the save.
"We won the game but it wasn’t one of our
better performances:’ Head Coach Gary St.
Clair said.
"We deteriorated to the level of the opponent. We should have finished better!’
The Spartans will play San Francisco State
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m., at Spartan Stadium.

van an Daily Stan Report

The SJSU’s women’s volleyball
team finished fourth in this weekend’s UC Santa Barbara Invitational, a good improvement from
last weekend’s last-place finish.
"I’m happy with our finish, we
played well:’ said SJSU women’s
volleyball coach John Corbelli.
"We improved over last weekend and have made some
progress."
SISU’s finish at the tourna-

ment left the team with a 3-5
record, with victories over Morehead State, Loyola Marymount
and Fresno State.
Corbelli said that two players,
Shane Donnellon and Cristin
Rossman deserved recognition
from this weekend’s tournament
after making significant turnarounds from last weekend.
Donnellon contributed 55 kills
and 35 digs in the tournament
and Rossman had 36 kills, 7
block solos and 6 service aces.

Virr

’N’ POINT
m, which is adjacent to
it Hotel and Transit Mall,
10 square foot shopping
features specialty shops
with outdoor dining, thcublic courtyards. It makes
Aace to "do lunch", some
lopping, or to just get
some relaxation. And,
un goes down, the action
th a lame variety of clubs
take you away.
R. Case
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WOK DOWN THE BLOCK
To Your Local Chinese & Vietnamese Restaurant

$32,5
per .ornho

Only
$42-5

’W/Student I.D.
backpacks on sale)

CKPACKING

Egg Roll
I tied Rice
Mixed Vegetables
I-tied Shrimp
4 Egg Roll
Fried Rice
II B.Q. Chicken
Fried Shrimp

I

2 Egg Roll
IFried Rice
Sweet & Sour Pork
Fried Wonton
5. Egg Roll
IFried Rice
Suchuan Beef (boo
Fried Shrimp

3. Egg Roll
IFried Rice
Mongolian & Bed
Fried Wonton
. Egg Roll
Fried Rice
King Pao Beef (Imo
Fried Shrimp

1 Free
Soft Drink
per combo
ordered
10% Student
Discount
with 1.1).

Queen Egg Roll

Eat In or Take Out
Our Food has no MSG!

348 E. Santa Clara Downtown San Jose (corner of Santa Clara & 8th)
(Open 7 Days a Week M -F 9 am - 10 pm Weekends 9 am - 11:30 pm)

IL 293-3925

*JanSport
Caribou
Eagle Creek

Bowfin Bakery
California Kitchen
City Casuals

3.1- 1 Fun!

ITALIAN DISHES AND PIZZA IN TOWN

IT

Mon. Fn 11 -10
Sat - Sun 4-10
4th & E San Cartos

Happy hour!
I Men. Sot
off Noshes(

Pick up your NEW Spartan Discount Card
from any of the following participating
V *V * * *VIO
Pavilion Shops
Americas

R WAY TO ITALY

Pizzeria
and
Italian
Restaurant

SPARTAN SPIRIT
at
THE PAVILION

BACKPACKS

t. (next to Subway) 297-9777

A016

,s441

FREE Delivery w/minimum $10 order
Try our Best Value Combinations!
Only

Outdoor
Sunglasses

The Spartans will begin Big
West conference play this week
with two matches against Hawaii
who has a 1-3 overall record.
"We’re looking forwatcl to
playing a single match as
opposed to tournament play’
Corbelli said.
"Hawaii is a team with a lot of
talent, they are listed in the top
twenty, but have shown they are
beatable.
"It should prove to be competitive"

Pizza
Full Cocktail Bar
Variety of Pasta &
Sauces
IWuNtrS

oUzAga.

4-

... All In One!

COLLEGE NIGHT is back at San Jose live’, the Bay Area’s #1 entertainment destination
Take a break from the books and party every Thursday with us. Tricycle Races, Human
Bowling. and more in America’s Original Sports Bar,
Singing Wars in LW Ditty’s and Modern Rock Dance
Party in Puzzles. $1 drafts
11pm

15% OFF
ANY
Dinner
lpore. 10/11/92

A A R

fittr-

ThursFr
and Sat

Cristina Jordan
Di \ lattia’s Pi7.72
Jubilee Cards
Iarlowes Flowers
Pacific Treasures
Teddies-n-nes

But that’s not all Join us Friday and Saturday ’
the best in entertainment

Tlw Two Virgins

September 18-19 Niki Love
September 25-26 Garcia Brothers

Ultimate Yogurt

And don’t forget San Jose Live is the place to be for
football over 37 TV Monitors and 3 Giant
Screens bring you all the action from kick-off to final
College Football on Saturdays, NFL Action on
score
Sundays with KOME and Monday Night Football with KUFX
There’s always something going on every night of the week at
San Jose’s party headquarters San Jose Live!

OPEN LATE
TILE 3-00 am

City Sunglass Co.

*.
04\0E!

SO S. First St.
San Jose

294 -LIVE

Pireillim
Flouts 01 Operator’
Strode/ Y 3G" t i.,anght, Mco,,daf Saturday 11 30am to 9 00arr
Cover (hale Sundays $3, Monday -Wednesday free, Thursday $3. Enday & Saturday $5 (Cover starts at Brun)

Spartan (ards available to all S.J.S.U.
.students, faculty and staff
Shops Open:
Monday-Wednesday
10am-7pm,
Thursday-Saturday
lOarn-9pm,

Sunday
Noon-6pm
and Restaurants Open:

PAVILION clubs
MI the Wee I lours
SHOPS
31 Jr Validated Parking.
Located in dmvntown San Jose
at First & San Rimini()
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Candidates and incumbents raise nearly $33.5 million in first half of 1992
(AP)
SACRAMLNTO
Aided by hundreds of thousands
of dollars from powerful special
interests, state candidates and
officeholders collected nearly
$33.5 million in campaign contributions during the first half of
1992, election officials said Monday.
Willie
Speaker
Assembly
Brown, D-San Francisco, raised
the most money, $1.16 million,
followed by Senate President Pro

Tern David Roberti, 1) -Van Nuys,
with $1.13 million, according to a
report issued by the secretary of
state’s office.
Republican Gov. Pete Wilson
led statewide officials with
$688,231 in donations and was
second in campaign spending
with $999,078 million following
Roberti, who spent $1.83 million.
Altogether, candidates and
officeholders not up for re-election this year spent $32.5 million

Brady:behind the scenes
frinn l’age
responded to Williams that it was
so she could tell all her friends she
met Greg Brady.
"It’s a great walk back into my
childhood. I always wondered
why Marcia didn’t live on my
block: said Neal Block, 33, who
attended with his wife.
"The Brady Bunch:’ originally
called "The Bradley Brood:’ ran
on ABC from 1969 to 1974 after
the 1968 pilot. Williams said it
was not expected to be a success,
but the network was in last place
and was able to take a gamble.
The networks and the studio
looked down upon "The Brady
Bunch." The show was almost
canceled during the first season,
until the Christmas episode’s ratings "went through the roof" and
saved it.
Williams and the other Brady
kids were chosen from the 1,100
who auditioned. lIvo sets of Brady
children were chosen one set
with three blond girls and three
brunet boys and one set with
three brunet girls and three blond
boys. The final decision was to be
made after the parent’s parts were
cast.

L

How they became the Brady’s
Sherwood Schwartz, the shows
creator, wanted Gene Hackman to
play Mike Brady, but cast Reed.
The character of Cindy was the
first child cast. She asked her
mother to put her hair in the nowtrademark ringlet ponytails for
the audition. After the tension
from the tightly wound curls
caused her headaches and her hair
started to fall out from numerous
dye jobs, she regretted the decision.
Schwartz auditioned Susan
Olsen for the part and immediately canceled auditions for all other
would-be Cindys.
Eve Plumb, who won the part
of middle sister Jan, had come to
the show with a few acting credits.
McCormick, who played Marcia, had no prior acting experience but was "Baby Junior Miss
San Fernando Valley" and the
voice of the Talking Barbie doll.
Williams said McCormick "never
had an ugly day in her life:’
Mike Lookinland also had no
acting experience. After being
chosen to play youngest son
Bobby, his reddish -blond hair was
dyed to match the other darkhaired boys cast as Bradys.
Christopher
Knight,
who
played middle son Peter, was not
interested in acting but was
"encouraged" by his mother to
audition. Knight, according to
Williams, was able to act like a
normal child off the set because
he didn’t take the "Brady Bunch"
as seriously as the others.
Williams, at age 11, came to
"The Brady Bunch" with the most
acting experience. lie had been on
shows such as "Dragnet:’ "The
Mod Squad:’ "Mission Impossible’ "(ionic’ Pyle:’ "That Girl"
and others
Bet atisc ()I his experience.
Williams was paid $600 a week at
the show’s beginning, compared
to $500 per week for the others
and $1,100 a week at the end of
the show, compared to $1,000 a
week for the others. He said he
never let the others forget that
fact. Only Reed, and his estate
after his death, get residuals from
all the original episode’s.
Williams called the show
groundbreaking. The idea for the
show came io Schwartz after reading an article on "blended families." lie said it was the first show
to show relationships between
step-parents and their step-children.
According to Williams, there
was controversy over whether

Carol Martin, the future Mrs.
Brady, should be a widow or a
divorcØe. The networks didn’t
want it to appear that she
"couldn’t keep a marriage going:’
Schwartz compromised by not
making it clear what happened to
her former husband.
Reed, a "serious" actor trained
at the Royal Academy of Dramatic
Art in London, accepted the part
only because he thought it would
never be made into a series.
According to Williams, Reed
would do the pilot, get the money
and end his involvement there.
Reed and Schwartz had ongoing feuds about the reality of
the scripts and the storylines. He
tried four times to be released
from his contract. Williams said
this is the reason only Reed
received
residuals. Schwartz
"sweetened the pot" to keep Reed
on the show, Williams said.
Williams remembered his days
as a Brady fondly. He said everyone worked well together and the’
original cast members were
friends on and off the screen. All
three pairs of Brady brothers and
sisters "dated:’
Williams said they ha ed Robbie Rist, who played cous n Oliver,
in the last season. Rist n .ver fit in
and was ostracized by the group,
but didn’t care if he was accepted
or not.
On Reed’s death, Williams was
almost unable to speak.
"It was such a surprise and so
fast. It’s like losing a part of your
family. I got to talk to him before
his death about the book:’
Williams said. "I feel complete:’
All the original cast attended
the memorial service.
Williams is touring with a
national company in a play called
"City of Angels:’ All the "Bradys"
live in the Los Angeles area except
Lookinland who lives in Utah and
Ann B. Davis, who played Alice,
the housekeeper, who lives in
Pennsylvania.
At Williams’ recent wedding,
everyone, except Lookinland,
whose wife was expecting to deliv
era baby within days, attended.
The remainder of the seminar
included clips from the "Best ot
the Brady Bunch:’ at which time
Williams danced with his onscreen character, Greg.
And that’s the way they became
the Brady bunch.

during the first six months of
1992.
During the traditional 18th
month primary election period

in this case, 1991 and the first
half of 1992 those same candidates and officials spent a total of
$42.5 million, the report said.

The Associated Students Program Board presents
In prison they are the law.
On the streets they are the power.

EDWARD JAMES OLMOS

AMERICAN ME
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Wednesday Nite Cinema
Sept. 16, $2.50, Student
Union Ballroom, 6&9pm
For more info call the R.A.T.*Line (408) 924-6261
funded by the Associated Students *Rapid Apathy Ibrminater
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Proof.
You Can Rely on Kaplan LSAT prep.
The Roman Numerals question format,
sometimes called the TripleTrue/False, has
not appeared on the LSAT since February
1991. Kaplan caught the change. Not by
accident, hut because we have a team of
professionals dedicated to analyzing the
LSAT. Kaplan updated all lectures, materials and sample tests. So you’ll spend every
minute and every dollar getting ready for the
test that you’ll actually take.

Incriminating evidence.
Look at cracking the LSAT: 1993 Editioon. Publisher: The
Princeton Rey iew. Check pps. 16, 26, 53, 72, 80, 104, 120,
147, 151. I9S. 223. And especially page 47. Ignore the
faint scent i a mildew.
For more information On
proven LSAT prep call:

1 -800- K P-TEST

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question.

11. 50g .1"

Full Aquatic Center Membership
Mini Gym
Complete Cybex/Free Weight Fitness Center
Ten Racquetball Courts
LiteCycles and Slairmasters

If you can’t get the classes you need at your school,
don’t give up. Take them from us. We have a wide
range of undergraduate classes available, many of
which will transfer back to state and community
colleges. Your counselors have a complete list for
your school.
At Golden Gate, we keep our classes small so
you don’t get lost in the crowd. We’ve streamlined
our registration and admissions procedures to help
make it easier to enroll. We offer a deferred tuition
plan and financial aid programs. We have classes
during the day, at night, even on weekends. And we
have campuses throughout Northern California.
Call now for complete information on class
availability, how to register, and for a copy of our
Fall schedule.
At t tg IA
Acctg 10
Acctg 100A
Acctg 1000
Adv 100
Adv 124
Anthro 1
Anthro 110
Arts 105
[con 1
[con 2
[con 101A
Eton 1010
1, on 103
f gl IA
IN) 113
Engl 120
Engl 135
FN 100
N 102
\ lilt
IN 109
Hist 3A
Hist 17A
H&R 110
Fl&R 115
HRes 40
HRes 173
HRes 174
Hum 143
Hum 165
Inf S 1
IntS 10
Int S 100A
intM 176
IntM 80
Lit 25
lit 150
Mgt 100
Mgt 145
Mgt 149
Mgt 156
Mgt 178
Mkt 100
Mkt 102
Mkt 191
Math 10
Math 20
Math SO
Math 40
Opns 105
Opns 108
Opns 114
Opns 140
Opns 164
Phil 2
Phil 120
I’S 1
100
PS 121
PS 112
Psyc h 1
1s1 h 100
II 111
1:1
Si, 9

The Event Center S i ort Club
Includes:

Your school
could give you
a lot of credit
for taking
our classes.

Special Membership Offer!
SJSU Faculty/Stalt

One Year Membership
$125.00 (regularly $150)

speech 10
spoei h 32
h 15
lib 10
felt- 20
Tek 110
lel( 115

Introductory Financial Accounting
Introductory Managerial Accounting
Intermediate Ace sunting I
Intermediate At counting II
Introduction to Advertising
Copywriting and Creative Evaluation
Principles of Anthropology
Applied Anthropology
Contemporary Arts and Culture
Principles of Microeconomics
Principles of Macroeconomics
Business Economics I
Business Economics It
Money and Banking
Expository Writing
Research Writing
Advanced Business Writing
Introduction to Journalism
Financial Management
Financial Analysis
Capital Budgeting and Long-Term Financing
Cases in Financial Management
History of Western Civilization
History of the United States (1607-1865)
Introduction to the Hospitality Industry
Front Office Management
Organizational Behavior and Management
Principles
Human Resources Management
Labor & Management Relations
The Dynamics of Civilizations
East Asian Civilizations
Computer Concepts and Software Systems
Small Computers for Business
Spreadsheets (Micro Lotus 1-2-3
Introduction to International Business
International Banking and Finance
World Literature
literature’ and Business
The Manager as Communicator
law of Contracts, Sales it Commercial
Transactions
law of Properly! Agency and Business
Organization
Management Polic y and Strategy
Small Business Management
Prim iples 01 Marketing
Consumer Behavior
Marketing Management
Int rodui tory Algebra
Intermediate Algebra
College Algebra
Statistics
Principles of Transportation
Business logistics
legal Issues in logistic s
Operations Management
Pun busing and Materials Management i
Intro Om non to logic
( rini al thinking
Amer it an (Overnment
Issues in Amen( an Overnment & Politics
United States Foreign Policy
Introduction to the Amer.( an legal System
and Practice
Prins iplc’s of Psyc hology
Theories of Personality
Abnormal Psy( hology
History crt Scientific Thought
Introduction to Amen( an Culture
tor the Internal anal Student
Ac ent Enhane ement
Public Speaking for Multi-Lingual Students
Speech Communication
Telecommunications Technology I
Telecommunic ations Tee hnology II
A History of Tele«immunic ations Development
Introdue lion to Data Communii atom

415/442-7800
Spor[ Club 924-6368
Mon-Thurs:
6arn- 1 1 pm

Frl:
6am-10pm

Golden Gate University is a private, nonprofit institution with a wide variety of undergraduate degree

programs, including Accounting, Business and
Humanities, Finance, Management, and Political
Science,

Sat II Sun:
10am-5pm

GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY
Bachelor’s, Muster% and Doctoral degree pro ’rams for the business professems,
public
e and tau. since 1901
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0 Government
orders evacuation
as floods rush in

him the equivalent of his last two paychecks as Betar leader; Hefets said.
He said the letter and check were sent to
four different addresses in Lithuania and
always came back marked address
unknown.
By the time the KGB decided to dear
KARACHI, Pakistan (AP) - The Begin’s file, he was known worldwide as
government ordered the evacuation of the man who led Israel from 1977 to 1983
half a million people in southern Pak- and shared the Nobel Peace Prize with
istan on Monday, bracing for flash floods Egyptian President Anwar Sadat for the
that have already killed hundreds of peo- peace treaty between their countries.
ple and destroyed homes, livestock and
crops.
At least 650 people died in heavy rain
and flash floods that swept across northern and eastern Pakistan last week, the
government said. Newspapers put the
death toll as high as 1,800.
The churning flood waters started to
spill on Monday into the Indus River that
LIMA, Peru (AP) - Shining Path
cuts through southern Sindh Province. guerrillas on Monday fatally shot a
The river was expected to crest on policeman and set off a bomb that
Wednesday or Thursday, officials said.
injured eight commuters, police said.
The provincial government placed an
The arrest of Maoist leader Abimael
estimated 50,000 troops on high alert and Guzman, known as "Presidente Gonzalo"
declared a state of emergency in Sukkur, to his devoted followers, was likely to
Larkana and Dadu, three of Sindh’s most weaken the insurgency, which has killed
flood-prone districts.
thousands and caused billions of dollars
It also ordered the army to evacuate an of damage since 1980.
estimated 300 adobe villages - home to
But many feared the Shining Path
about 500,000 people - along the river would launch a wave of violence to retalibanks and to set up relief shelters.
ate for Guzman’s arrest Saturday night
with seven other rebels, including fellow
key leaders.
In the Villa El Salvador shantytown,
where the rebels have twice destroyed the
police station with car bombs this year,
there was "a feeling of relief," said Ivan
M ifl in, director of the shantytown’s small
industrial park.
"But there’s also a certain feeling that
JERUSALEM (AP) - The KGB apologized to Menachem Begin for wrongful one has to keep one’s guard up; Miflin
imprisonment and sent him a check for said. "The rebels could suddenly step up
their plane
back pay, says an Israeli historian.
But the letter was returned to sender
because the KGB bureaucrats didn’t know
that the Begin they were looking for had
moved to Israel and become its prime
minister.
Begin was in Lithuania when he was
jailed from 1940 to 1941 for anti-Soviet
activity because of his involvement with
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) - The
the Zionist youth movement Betar.
"In 1989, the KGB were reviewing their first of 500 armed U.N. soldiers arrived in
files to dear a lot of people’s names as part this devastated capital Monday to help preof Gorbachev’s glasnost," historian vent looting of food meant for up to 2 milMichael Hefets told The Associated Press. lion starving Somalis, officials said.
American military C-130 cargo planes
"They called it rehabilitation.
"They decided to dear this Begin fellow delivered the first 63 Pakistanis and their
and, in accordance with Soviet law, to pay

e Arrest of Maoist
leader leads to
turbulence

A case of mistaken
identity ends up
costly for KGB

0 Distribution of
food to the needy
to resume soon

equipment to the port city, said T.J. Dowling, a U.S. Embassy spokesman in neighboring Kenya.
Col. lsoa D. Tikoca of Fiji, deputy commander of U.N. Forces in Somalia, said the
initial contingent would not be deployed
until the remainder of the 500-strong battalion is on the ground.
About 1,000 people marched past the
U.N. compound in southern Mogadishu
on Sunday carrying placards denouncing
armed intervention, but urging more food
aid.
The 500 Pakistani soldiers were sent as
part of the United Nations force that will
help the relief and assistance operation to
the African country where hundreds of
people are dying daily from starvation due
to drought and civil war.
Ten thousand tons of badly needed
American sorghum has been sitting undelivered in a dockside warehouse for two
weeks because a clan dispute has prevented its distribution by aid workers.
A Turkish cargo ship carrying 6,500
tons of rice, beans and oil docked Sunday
after standing offshore for 10 days because
of instability at the port.

1 Russia admits
violating germ
weapon treaty
MOSCOW (AP) - Officials on Monday admitted that the Soviet Union and
later Russia had been violating a 1972
treaty banning germ warfare until at least
March.
Bowing to pressure, Russia also
announced Monday that it has cut the
number of personnel engaged in military
biological projects by 50 percent and
slashed their funding by 30 percent.
The moves were detailed in a joint
statement by senior Russian, U.S. and
British officials, who met in Moscow on
Sept. 10-11.
The United States and Britain repeatedly have voiced concerns that the Russian
government has failed to act on its
promise to shut down the Soviet Union’s
extensive program for making illicit bacteriological weapons.
The debate over alleged treaty violations was one of the last vestiges of the
Cold War and an irritant in relations
between the United States and President
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Oirioe visas. teeth cleaned and
rrays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY aid your TEETH
Enrol nos!
For brochure see
A.S. Office (r
Cal 8006553225.
$6000.000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Insarance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California.
Rates as lue as $22 per month
Also available are:
Pregnancy plan &
Dental plan.
1133 Saratoga Ave, San Jose.
(408) 252.7330
WANTED:
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
out
3 hours per week
Reach
as a Community Fnercl, providing
social support to those who
endure mental illness. We train.
408 4360606.
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Boats, magaznes, tapes and
unique g111 Items.
Hars: Tues. thru Fri. 16 pm.
Sat. 10 . 6 pm. & Silt. 114 pit
463 S. Bascom Ave. San lose.
40152793342

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Seelce
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 rats
’Great Rates fa C30c1 Drhers’
’Good Rates ICI NonGood Deers
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Gocd Studer**
’Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASS’ F - N3 OBUDATION
Also open Satudays 9-2.

FOR SALL
CARE LINE.
NEW SKIN
’Athena of Beverly Hills’.
Introductory offer for SJSU
students. Cleansing emulsion,
AM&PM complex, elestin gel,
exfoliating scrub, wrinkle cream.
Fully guaranteed. Send 29.99 to
CBL Merchandising. Dept. SD.
1702 11-200 Meridian Ave. San
Jose, CA 95125. Send SASE
for more information.

GREW
FRATERNITY / SORORITY INS.
Clp this notice"
We name rnoe fratemoes
sorrrites than any beef nsuranoe
broker. If you have had difficulty
obtaningcompetitsie
and property coverages,
call (408)252-7303.

HELP WANTED
BASKETBALL MANAGERS
needed for 1992-93 season
No expenence needed, just gee
attitude! Contact Coach Sterrett or
Coach Hannon at 9241245.
DANCE TEACIIERSI
Teething kids ages 3- 12 dance.
Car & rep. enured. Parttime.
996895.5.
EARN SUBSTANTIAL INCOME on
a parttime basis. Hi fiber wet
loss program. Perfect for dorm
Irving. Cal Gayle at 7797896.
GROWTH OPPORTUNITY! Start
$7.,4w. firmed openrg for clerical
pos. w/child dm. Mend. Bilngual
En/Span. pref. Helprtes state oon
trailed child new prgrm. Learn W P
amp. systern. Conduct that deve
opment assessments at fanny day
care homes. Closing date:
9/18/92, 5:00 pm. Must complete app. at ESO Personnel Dept.
1445 Oakland Rd. S.J. 9710888.
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had bulging inventories.
The worse-than-expected results
helped push the Nikkei Stock Average
down 800.78 points, or 4.24 percent, to
dose at 18,107.69 points on Friday.
The Nikkei recovered slightly in thin
trading Monday.

Boris Yeltsin’s government.
Until Monday, Russian officials denied
the accusations.
As recently as last month, the Defense
Ministry described the charges as
"absolute lies" and asserted that all work
on biological weapons was stopped in
1975.
But speaking to reporters Monday,
Deputy Foreign Minister Grigory
Berdennikov admitted that "activities
banned by the (1972) convention were in
progress from 1946 until March 1992.
They were discontinued by the decree of
the Russian president.

O Man charged with
using toddler as a
bullet shield

fi Business outlook
gloomiest in
almost 20 years
TOKYO (AP) - A survey released by
the government’s central bank showed that
Japanese business confidence has fallen to
the lowest level since the oil shock of the
mid-1970s, helping cause a 4 percent
plunge in stock prices.
The Bank of Japan’s quarterly survey,
released Friday, "confirms that the economy is in worse shape than expected; said
Jesper Koll, chief economist at S.G. Warburg Securities.
The widely-watched survey of over
7,000 Japanese firms found them trimming
expectations for sales, earnings and capital
investment for the fiscal year that ends in
March 1993. The companies also said they

Classified

Tuesday, September 15,1992

CHICAGO (AP) - A 2-year-old boy
was shot in the head and critically wounded when a man scooped him off a sidewalk and used him as a bullet shield,
authorities said.
Jonathan Williams was walking Friday
on a sidewalk on the city’s west side with
his mother, Shirley Porter, and three
brothers, police said.
A car pulled up and a passenger began
firing a handgun at Matthew Hall and two
other men standing nearby, and Hall
picked up Jonathan and used him as a
shield, Sgt. Chris Zaglifa said.
Zaglifa said Hall, 30, was grazed by a
bullet and the two other men also were
wounded, but none as seriously as the boy,
who was listed Monday in critical condition.
Hall was charged Saturday with aggravated battery to a child, a felony, said Andy
Knott, a spokesman for Cook County
State’s Attorney Jack O’Malley.
Police were searching for the gunman.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
EARN $500. OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at horne. Send
lorg SASE to: Country living Shoo
pers. Dept. 116. P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Spmgs, LA 70727.
$7.00 PER HOUR JOBS
8 har shifts /Pat or Fulume
DAY, SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
Excellent benefits.
We Use
No experience necessary,
WEEKLY PAY
Credk urson
Special jobs to $8.50 per hoer.
Apply: 8 am.-5 pm. Morday Friday
vinguard Socerity Swede
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Clara
Near 101 at San Tomas & Oboe .
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
’Teachers & Substitutes.
*Medical / Dental Benefits.
*Sok & Vacation Pre.
*Employee Chldcare Credit
Employee Referral Bonus.
Now hiring for before and after
schod age chid cafe programs
and preschool pagans.
Mnimurn 12 arts ECE
or related course woe
(i.e. elementary Ed. or recreation).
Also hire credential students or
equivalent to work in cur prorate
elementary as nstectonal aids.
We are offering FT. PT, sat shifts
and flex hams flu students.
Call (408) 257-7326
fix an interview
or further information.

TEACHER AT HIGH QUALITY drop
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS P/T in play center for 2-12 ye olds. Flak
keit for elem. schools. Degree ncit PT sched. day, eve. weekends.
Mn. 6 ECE units req. 12 pref. Kids
reguked. $6./hr. 40132878025.
Pali near Oakedge Mall 281-8893.
POP SYSTEMS HAS MB openings
in high-tech computer ndustry. Call DELIVERY DRIVERS A CASNERS
(408) 944.0301 for interest in DAY & EVENING SHIFTS AVAIL
Good pay! KAI be reliable and
a full.lime account executive or
hand working. Apply n person
parttime shippng / recelvirg clerk
Pasta MO Restaurant
position.Excellent opportunity
for marketing majors or any 2565 N. Pest St. or call 43573153
graduatng senor.
CRUISE
SHIPS
HIRING
PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME Earn 2.000. qmonth. Summer &
International Marketing firm seek, career employment available. No
rig dynamic. sertmotNated ketWe experience necessary. For program
uals to help build experxkng South call 1.2065454155 eat C6041.
Bay area. 408-365 9869. Sales
& management positions available. EARN $1,500 WEEKLY money as
circulars! Begin nowt Free packet)
COMPUTER ProgRanor fit Or Pit SETS, Dept 15, Box 4000,
with BS or MS needed. Send Catiova. TN. 380184000.
restrne Horstmann Soft. 4 N. 2nd
RAM MICHAELSEN
St. 51, 95113, FAX 408-2986157.
’Katie’ horn the NBC series
OMME A BREAK!
HOSTESS NEEDED TO WORK IN
Seekirg 5 to 10 motivated
Japanese karaoke nightclub.
aid/or
sportsinkided
reguked.
Must
be
21
Dressy attire
health concious individuals
or order di have valid work permit.
PT/FT
to
help
bald nee
a
wail
to
Good salary plus tips. Bilingual
company. Postrie attitude
plus. Aeon in person 7:309:00
and neat appearanoa a trust
pm., Mon. Sat. Ask for Joe or
(408) 727-4704 or 7278922.
Tama. Chez Nova Hama, 20030
Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino.
CHILDCARE -1 hour in mornings
408-4464262.
and 3 hours in afternoons. Must
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! have car di be able to drive & pick
Many positions. Great benefits. up horn school. Call Jeanette at
Cal 18033363388 ext. P 3310. 243-5633 ayonhgs.

$16.00 PER HOUR SALARY
Telemarketing / Carirassng
Lawn aeraton.
Weekends & Evenings.
Start Satuday - Peed Monday.
(408) 7324443

NOW RENTING! 2 BDRM./2 BA.
spacious apartments starting at
$700. per month. Security gate.
Off street parking. Call Dan at
295-5256 or corne by State House
Apts. comer of 11th and Wdliarn.

THE OPORTUNITY OF THE 90’S! ROOM FOR RENT $325. mo. So.
Expandrg a business in Northern Mb a or. Reed. Private, Mtge, ka,
California. Working independently share bath. con w/d. 2861110.
full. tame or parttme with unlimited
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
income potential. Products are
Largest selection.
stateoftheart If interested, please
LDW Cost
cal (415)5135509.
Fast results.
3410 Stevens Creek Bud.
GREEKS & CLUBS, RAISE A COOL
$1,003.00 in just one week! Plus Open Mon.- Sat, 11 am. 7 pm.
241-5510
$1.003. for the member who calls!
Arid a free headphore racko just for
1 BEIMOOM APARTMENTS
calrg 1.8009320628. ext. 65.
with al electric krtchen, dishwash
er, at condocring gated custard
pathos and at site laundry.
HOUSING
Brght and any. Quet. nice for staff
2 MASTER BOWS, 2 NI baths. OK fix No. 1 block frorn campus
From $670. / month.
6 closets, 2 blocks from SJSU.
Underground parking, laundry Aspen Vntage Tower. 297.4705.
room, BBQ area, pool table, ping
pong table. Free cable TV. ROOM 4 rant. 1 blk. it SJSU. Vic.
148 E. William St Mice in tonusl house, 2 me 4 $300. ea. 10%
PCAE/mo.$200.dep. 2937926.
Call Cr* at 9470803.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
1 tekni./lbri. $610. avail. 10/10.
2 td./2 be. start $770. reel. roe.
Walk or nde bee to school. Latin
dry facilities. Secured entrance.
Ample parking. Cable TV avail.
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
Call Manager 288.9157 or Iv. msg

WILLOW GARDENS APTS.
Minutes from San Jose State.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. with 2
full baths. Ideal for students and
roommates. Swimming pool,
saunas, weight room and club
house. Quality living at a reasonable rate. Ask fa student discount.
1750 Stolen St. (406) 9960300.

LOOKING FOR A FEMALE room
mate to five with a handicapped
man as a personal companion. if
you are interested, call Brian at
2982308 after 4 pm.

CASH FOR COLLEGE!!
Scholarships & financial aid
&ratable regardless of grades or
parents noome! *Over 300.000
anolarships totahre $29 billion!
*Average of 1(X) sauces of scha
arships. fin aid & grants n each
40 page tenon! *Call for free nfo
1.8009440366 ext. 7620.

SERVICES
WRMNG & RESEARCH Services.
Term paper & thesis preparation
arid assistarce. All sitaects. Quali
tied writers on every topic. Eatrg.
Revintrig Resunes. ESL students
welcomed. Work guaranteed
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
satisfactory service. Impose your
grades! (Berkey) (510) 8415036.
ELECTROLYMS CUNICII
Unwanted hair remoied forever.
Specialist Confidential.
Ceposable a your cwn probe.
247-7485.
335 S. Basswood Av. San Jose Ca.
71.11110NASSiSTANCE.
$29 B. load available
Free nfamabon about winnig
money fa education.
Ask ebout our, guarantee
408 -2685232 or 800 7436762
30 BILLION DOLLARS!!!
In schalashps & financial aid.
arid N s waiting fcr you!
I guarantee you’ll recene finds
from at least ore sane
or I II refind WAN money.
Ural business.
Call Steve at 5546457.

!NATE TO TYPE!
If this got your attention,
give yotrsein a break.
Let me do it for you
Free we up and deWery.
52.(1) per page.
Call Jule at
9988354

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word PillCISSIX Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Won APA
WORDPROCESSING
Tuabian Deshtop Publishing
AFFORDABLE A EXPERIENCED
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser OutPtA
Word Processing! Theses, term
Sabsfacbon Guaranteeii
panes. Nursing 8. group projects.
V.1. P. Maple=
resurnes, letters, manusarts. etc.
Near Oakndge Mat
Wad Perfect 5.1. HP Laser Jet All
formats ;Xis APA. Spellrg, punctu
3639254
atcn and grammar assistance. Al
work guaranteed! San. $$$ with EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS
Rollornal Discounts! For worryfree, Science and English papers / We
dependable, and prompt service. ses our specialty. Laser printing
cal PAM 247 2681 IS atm8 p.m). Free spell check and storage
APA. Turabian and other formats
CALL UTICA TODAY!
Resumes, editing. graphicx
For ropertinced. pnlessional send and other services available
prooessirg, Theses, term papas, Masterson is Word Processing
group projects. etc. Al formats
Cal Pail or Yrgre 4052510449.
ncluding APA. Quick rein.
I ranscnption and Far services
WORD PROCESSING
avail** Almaden/Brartem area.
Oyenyheimed by meats
Phone 2644504.
to be typed/
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME
PERFECT PAGE PUBUSHING
Graduate & underfed Resumes.
Resumes, newsletter’s, loge.
term papas. theses. letters. !IC
ercrnotionals, papers. theses.
24 hcur turnaround on most work
Student decants.
Appointment necessary
’Creatise Solutions for Den
Cal Anna. 9724992
Desktop Publishing Neal’
To 9 pm.1408) 997-7055.
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Kappa Sigma: Greek houses face semester of low recruitment
From Page 1

to provide the opportunity for
had problems getting women to a $40 registration fee.
Soth also said plans for spring women to understand that sororigo through rush this fall because
on, we would have had to stop many women feel they cannot rush are different then they have ties don’t just provide a social life,
afford to belong to a sorority dur- been in the past, and sororities but educational, scholarship and
rushing."
Fall rush the largest mem- ing a time when the economy is so will be directing their focus leadership elements as well, that
toward students already attending will help when it comes time to
bership recruitment period for uncertain.
Problems with fraternity mem- the university through education get a job.’
was down signifisororities
As for next semester, Greek
cantly this year compared to last, bership are not yet known since about what sorority life is really
like.
another effect of the budget crisis. their rush period is still in affect.
"We are constantly battling a
The results are not expected to
Last fall, approximately 130
be as bad because fraternity rush history of past Greek stereotypes,"
girls pledged sororities at SJSU.
This year the numbers is free while the women had to pay Soth said. "Next semester we want
decreased by almost half.
Now, with the newest budget
cuts and SJSU’s decision not to
accept any new students for the
spring semester, Greek houses
SJSU Marketing Club
may have to face another semester
of low recruitment.
First Meeting: Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 3:30pm
"Low rush numbers are defiAlmaden Room, Student Union
nitely a west-coast problem," said
Caroyln Soth, SJSU director of
Join Now! All Majors Welcome.
Greek life.
Gain hands-on marketing experience, network with business leaders, and
She said most CSU campuses
learn about the latest marketing and advertising techniques. Join us for our

Your Future Starts Now!

The main
source of
SJSU
information

houses will just have to carry on.
There are several freshmen and
even older students who have
decided to wait until next semester to go through rush, Qualls
said.
"We’ll be counting on them:’
she said.

The Spartan Daily
(408) 924-3280

Come
to the

speaker series, socials and more! Any questions, call Brian at 243-3497.

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER
5PM-7PM

The Event Of The Year!

San Jose State
University’s
award-winning
/A
magazine is looking
for talented writers,
artists and
photographers to
contribute to its Fall
92 issue.
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Great Prizes!

Great Savings!
’ftts-- Factory Representatives
Free HP48SX Seminar! (hp]

HEWLETT
PACKARD

’7,:
:

The HP-48SX. Over 2,100 Built -In Functions 30K Bytes of
Memory Enhanced Graphics Integrated with Calculus HP Solve
Feature Expandable PC & Mac Interlaceable

PHOTOGRAPHERS/ARTISTS
Show your portfolio on either September 21 at 4:15 p or. or or
3 p.m. on September 23.

WRITERS

Submit all article queries to the attention of Me
editor by September 16th at? p.m

Dwight Bentel Hall Rm. 213
(408) 942-3260

1
BE AWARE. BE INVOLVED.

CLINTON
HERE

TODAY
Tower Lawn
* (Time Change) - 1:30 pm
Sept. 15

s

LOCATION: 3RD LEVEL OF THE
STUDENT UNION

FOOD AND DRINKS
WILL BE SERVED.
SPONSORED BY:
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
FOR MORE INFO. CALL 924-1816

APPAREL DESIGNER ZONE
presents

FACTORY OUTLET
C’l A rl’I-111N(; (_:11.FAIZAN(2E

SALE
’1()P ItIZANI) NAMES
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 17 ’1’0 SUNDAY spyrEmBER
THURSDAY & FRIDAY

10AM- 91)N1

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

10 AM - 71’M

20

EVERYTHING NV ILI, HE PRICED

50% TO 90% OFF
RETAIL PRICES

0001.1100111
Ab01.410.11"

Clinton
Gore
’92

Sponsored by Associated Students Political Awareness Committee.
For more information call: 924 - 6240

ALI. SAI,FS ARE l’INAI NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES.
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED.

MEN WOMEN CHILDREN
OLD SAN JOSE CONVENTION CENTER
291 S. MARKET STREET, SAN JOSE
408 / 277-5277
FREE ADMISSION

